Precision punching from coil
Customized solutions from idea to mass production
Mekoprint A/S offers precision punching with automatic feed from coil. Our skilled employees can with their experience, knowhow and
expertise, ensure our customers the right solution for both simple and complex products.
Precision punching from coil lines provides geometric freedom and competitive prices.

Effective punching tool
The punching technology offers great benefits, as it through the high
stroke volume of up to 950 beats per minute achieves great efficiency
and high output. The design options are many, because in a combination of embossing, punching and bending in the same tool, only the
imagination sets the limits.

Materials
Our deep understanding of the various advanced materials ensures high
technical advice regarding materials selection.
We offer precision punching in all standard materials, such as stainless
steel, steel, aluminum, nickel plated copper, brass and tin coated coil
from 0.1 to 1 mm.

Competitive products
Precision punching from coil lines creates competetive products, as it
typically involves low unit costs and quality uniformity. No matter what
series size and degree of complexity is needed, each product is always
produced with focus on quality, finish and compliance with tolerances.

Vision control systems
With our optical measurement technology from the German manufacturer, ”GOM” we can measure micro parts and secure that the items are
according to the specifications. The system is excellent from measuring
complex geometries such as curved surfaces and inner curves.

We deliver more than a product
when we create customer specific solutions together
Improved value by optimizing
product design for use and
manufacturing.

Reduced supply chain with
automated processes and quality
requirements.

Optimized time to market with
rapid prototyping and short production lead time.

Focusing on Improvements
by cost-efficient production methods
We are available with sparring and optimization within the design phase through the prototype manufacturing to the finished product.
Throughout the many years of partnerships with our costumers, we know the importance of making simple but optimized solutions,
that are created precisely for the customers needs.

Construction & Design

Flexible Lean Production

Quality Assurance

We produce each item specifically for the
customer, and will be available with advice
on design, construction and development,
to create the ideal solution together.

We focus heavily on Lean, thereby achieving an optimized production process with
a high level of flexibility and efficiency for our
customers.

A high quality level is crucial for our customers. Therefore, with the state of the art
measuring equipment GOM Vision Sytem,
our own quality management team assures superior quality for every delivery.

Creating together

Partership, cooperation and communication
You get one team of dedicated contacts who know you, your business and your market. We keep focus on your project, your costs and
your production possibilities. We will challenge you in the development process and cost optimize throughout the production process.
Our goal is very clear - to work for you and with you.
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